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In-ear earphones get the Bluetooth treatment
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Up-front disclaimer:  
I have several issues with earbuds, aka “in-ear earphones” – those things that you st ick inside (or just on the outside of) your
ear when you want to listen to music. For the most part, people experience earbuds when they buy their first  smartphone or
music player, and many don’t  realize that you can graduate to less sucky devices to hear your music better.

The first  big issue for me – comfort. Put these in your ears for any length of t ime longer than two minutes, and the outside
of your ear starts to get sore. Next comes fit  – most of the t ime the earbuds won’t fit  correct ly and will slip off, forcing you
to jam the earbud further inside your ear canal, which can’t  be a good thing for comfort or the health of the ear. Third – with
some people there’s a bunch of gunk both inside and outside their ears, and these things tend to get grimy pretty quickly
(there’s a reason why earbud companies never ask me to return their review samples).

Even with my general dislike of in-ear earphones, I agreed to try out a few new models, mainly because they now include
Bluetooth wireless capabilit ies, something that I’m seeing more of. Despite the annoyance of earphones, it ’s even more
annoying to have a corded set that you attach to your phone, as the cord constantly gets in the way when you’re walking,
exercising or mult i-tasking.

During the course of these reviews, I also found out from one company that many people have different sized ears. Not just
two different sizes between two people, but two different sizes on the same person. For example, one person’s left  ear can
be larger than their right ear. Mind blown. The solut ion, of course, from the perspective of this vendor, was that users try
different ear t ips (most of these now come with small, medium and large t ips) and vary them up until they find that “perfect
fit .” In checking out these gadgets, I also learned much more about the parts of the ear than I ever wanted or desired.

So let’s jump in!

The Plantronics BackBeat Go 3 earphones include "high-resolut ion" audio features.

The scoop:
Plantronics BackBeat Go 3, about $100 ($130 for the bundle with the included charging case).

What are these?As the number 3 indicates, this is the third generation of Plantronics’ BackBeat line of Bluetooth wireless
earbuds (although the BackBeat line also includes on-ear headphones (the BackBeat Sense) and fitness earbuds (BackBeat
Fit). Plantronics says that the Go 3 style has been re-invented from the bottom up, aiming to create a “vivid, high-resolut ion
sound” for users of the earphones.

For hardcore audiophiles, this means specificat ions such as 6mm custom drivers, a 20db passive noise reduction, and
between 20 and 20,000 Hz frequency response. In discussing this with Plantronics, the company also told me about how they
increased the size of the diaphragm to help with the small size of the speaker drivers. The bottom line – these should sound
a lot better than the earbuds that come with your new iPhone.

Like most other earphone systems, the BackBeat Go 3 includes a microphone for answering calls while you’re wearing them,
volume control buttons and the ability to recharge via USB. Plantronics claims a 6.5-hour usage battery life, with DeepSleep
hibernation mode – if you don’t ’ use these for a long t ime, they go into very low power usage mode.

Why are these cool?
It ’s interest ing to see the target market for these earphones – while they’re advert ised as “sweatproof”, they don’t
necessarily compete with the BackBeat Fit  (which I totally recommend for workouts). Plantronics says it ’s somewhere in the
middle – people that prefer earbuds/earphones instead of regular headphones, but want that premium sound that
headphones of that type offer. So, a younger, commuter type that also wants to walk around with them, but not so hard
that they need to jump into a shower afterwards.

That said, comfort is also a big deal with these earphones. The design of the ear t ips are different from the Altec Lansing
set – the BackBeat Go 3 include a loop that connects to the underside of the concha for that secure fit . This design was
easier for me to get the good fit , as I didn’t ’ have to fiddle with the connector as much.
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My review unit  also came with the bundled charging case – it ’s a canvas-like case similar to the one that the BackBeat Sense
includes, but with a bonus. There’s a charging port on the side of the case, which you can connect to a computer (or USB
charger); inside the bottom of the case is a small battery that can also recharge the earphones. Also, there’s a small cable
inside the case to connect to the earphones. In essence, you can put the earphones in the case, recharge them while
they’re rest ing and recharge the bag (either next to your computer or even in the car with another adapter). You shouldn’t
ever run out of power due to this setup.

Some caveats:
These did provide a slightly better comfortable fit  than the Altec Lansing pair, but I st ill think they’re less comfortable than
on- or over-the-hear headphones. But at least I wasn’t  tearing them out in pain after “Funkytown” ended.

Grade:  4 stars
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